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Breach  

Application of Balancing Test—Risks vs. Benefits Analysis  

The defendant’s conduct will be considered unreasonable—and therefore 
negligent—if the magnitude of the risk that would be perceived in advance by 
a reasonable person in the defendant’s position outweighs its utility.  

Judge Hand stated this analysis as a formula: Breach = Probability x Loss > 
Burden on the defendant of taking the risk (commonly abbreviated PL > B). 
[United States v. Carroll Towing Co.,supra]  

Obviously, this determination will vary in each case, depending on the specific 
circumstances involved. 

(a) General Rule Where the risk of injury is low and the cost of alternative 
(safer) methods is high, the defendant’s conduct is more likely to be 
considered reasonable (i.e., nonnegligent). [McCarty v. Pheasant Run, Inc., 
826 F.2d 1554 (7th Cir. 1987)] 
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Notes FYLSE Brownie Pts: 

 

Tort Products: 

Negligence 

 

Products: 



Proper parties, exchange of money, chain of commerce> paying clients> privity 

What action? Learned Hand  

Reasonable Alternative design 

Recent activity design 

Proper plaintiff proper defendant  

Malfunction 

Defect 

Chain of commerce 

Reasonable measures: negligence only 

State of the art defense  

‘all reasonable measures’ only defense to negligence 

Did not know and understand defense if prove negligence 

Negligence : due diligence, tried and true 

Privity no longer required 

Crimes:  

Intent 

Deadly weapon doctrine 

Heat of passion> voluntary manslaughter 

Intended> attempt> substantial step 

Aggravated crime(assault, battery) when against a police, woman, child, elderly or used weapon 

Causation issue in murder 

Bark(burglary, rape, robbery, larceny, arson, kidnapping) 

Red Line Theory 

Agency Theory 

Proximate Cause Theory 

Superseding Cause: bullet richotted, this and  

Year and a day, modernly 3 years what as time period? Does not say 

Contracts: Owner Rights & Remedies: 
1,2 or 3 contracts? 



Graveman 

Predominate Factor 

One Contract which is modified 

One contract modified plus another contract, 

‘valid written contract” > mention formation  

Governing Law 

‘oral’>sof and parol evidence 

Oral modification? (collateral to first) cannot stand alone 

Sof> needs writing? Predominate factor was goods now service needs predominate factor test 

Does need new consideration other than god faith under U.C.C. , or now service contract? 

No writing if falls outside of sof 

Had this been one contract for X amount of dollars with half being for goods and half being for service, 
you would need to look to predominate factor test  

‘collateral” > afterthought ‘ modification 

Two weeks later, makes an offer … new contract 

Breach and offer: 

Delegation 

Anticipatory repudiation> impossibility defense 

collateral” to (i.e., related to the subject matter but not part of the primary 
promise) the written integration and does not conflict with the integrated 
writing. This test is not very helpful, because a determination whether the 
agreement was “collateral” is conclusory. 
 
 Under the Restatement, a term will be treated as naturally omitted if: (i) The 
term does not conflict with the written integration; and (ii) The term concerns a 
subject that similarly situated parties would not ordinarily be expected to 
include in the written agreement. 
 
 sof: part performance 

perfect tender rule: sellers right to cure 

accommodation: 

can accept, can reject, can bill for difference, can accept some, reject some 



condition precedent: implied? 

Partial performance 

Anticipatory repudiation: demand for assurances or bring suit immediately 

Torts: Tesspass 

Intermeddling: when someone "intermeddles" with a chattel in the possession of 
another.  

Intermeddling: intentionally bringing about a physical contact with the chattel.  

The actor may commit a trespass by an act which brings him into an intended 
physical contact with a chattel in the possession of another." 

Inentional torts to property 

Volitional act: 

Trespass theory 

 


